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About This Game
It’s not just another typical runner you've got used to play. Control the environment, not the character! Help the King to run
away from the crowd, which is mad and is following him to catch and punish for all years of terrible ruling, hard drinking and
grabbing. But is it really the King to blame? Or maybe he is just the victim of someone's cruel and unfair game? Let's help the
King to run away, avoiding obstacles, and find the truth! Immerse into the hardcore challenging levels, addictive storyline, two
modes: campaign, that allows you to progress through all the levels and survival, where you can compete with your friends on
the longest pass! Get ready to tickle your nerves!
The game includes:
1 season - 100 levels;
2 season - 120 levels;
3 Survival mode.
Keep in mind, each level has more and more traps, and their combinations becomes more and more interesting. Also we built-in
very funny and interesting achieves. Try to collect them all!
Do you want to feel like a game designer? Now you have the opportunity to do it!
Create levels yourself and share them with your friends!
Just download the editor from the link below and start creating! (You can immortalize your name among the developers,
because the best levels will participate in the contest for getting into the game)
https://eforb.com/products/runningking
We will constantly update the editor with various settings and new mechanics in order not to limit your imagination! Good luck!
How to create your own level:
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1 download the editor by link
2 open the editor and create a level
3 save the level
4 to open the level in the game, put the file with a level in the folder C:\Users\[CURRENT USER]\Documents\KingLevels
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Title: Running King
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Eforb
Publisher:
Eforb
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2018

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64 bit only)
Processor: i3
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: nvidia 430
Storage: 250 MB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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Running King is a fun little indie game where you help the King escape with his treasures. You move objects (such as
rocks\/switches\/traps) on a side scrolling map to clear way for the King as he runs through it.
The concept and controls are simple and easy to pick up. You will find new game mechanics as you move toward higher stages.
So far I would say I have a very enjoyable experience and can't wait to see all the different game mechanics this game has to
offer.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YiCiPrVxeZU. I've found a game for a granddaughter. She likes it. Funny king, exciting
location. Easy to play and have fun. I agree with developers that location is in focus of attention. Interesting realisation.
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